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Abstract 
Not being able to, or not knowing how to make use of, ICT is becoming a clear factor of                   
economic exclusion for businesses in developing countries. Several studies has investigated           
the correlation between access to information about ICT and the overall development of the              
country suggesting a strong bond. How information regarding ICT solutions can be            
structured to improve access has been investigated in this thesis using work conducted at              
the Havana University of Technologies José Antonio Echeverría in Cuba as a basis.  
 
This paper explores how information regarding the use of ICT in Cuban enterprises can be               
structured to eventually allow for further analysis. The information gathered is centered            
around Enterprise Architecture with a focus on alignment between business areas,           
processes and applications. The findings suggest that the information can be structured in a              
foreseeable manner using a database and the analysis of the data may be feasible. The               
report highlights the difficulties related to heterogeneity and dissimilarities of Enterprise           
Architecture data limiting the catalogue being used for statistical analysis. Furthermore, this            
paper gives a recommendation of how the gathering of the information regarding ICT             
solutions should be structured to increase the relevancy of the database and analysis. 
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Sammanfattning 
Att inte kunna eller inte veta hur man kan nyttja ICT är en betydande anledning för                
ekonomisk uteslutning för företag i utvecklingsländer. Flera studier har undersökt          
korrelationen mellan tillgången till information om ICT, och den övergripande utvecklingen av            
landet som tyder på ett starkt band. Hur information kopplat till ICT lösningar kan              
struktureras för att ge nya insikter har undersökts i denna avhandling med hjälp av arbeten               
som utförts på Havana University of Technologies José Antonio Echeverría på Kuba som en              
fallstudie. 
  
I denna avhandling så undersöks hur samlad information om användningen av ICT i             
kubanska företag kan struktureras för att möjliggöra ytterligare analyser. Den information           
som samlas in är centrerad kring Enterprise Architecture med fokus på anpassning mellan             
affärsområden, processer och applikationer. Resultaten tyder på att informationen kan          
struktureras på ett överskådligt sätt med hjälp av en databas, och analysen av datan kan               
vara genomförbart. Avhandlingen belyser svårigheter kopplat till att heterogen Enterprise          
Architecture data och hur detta begränsar databasen från att tillämpa statistisk analys.            
Vidare ger denna avhandling en rekommendation om hur ytterligare insamling av           
informationen om ICT-lösningarna ska struktureras för att öka relevansen av databasen och            
analysen. 
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1        Introduction 

1.1       Background 
Reports done in developing countries have shown that the use of basic ICT such as               
computers can play a key role in increasing productivity, particularly in countries where a              
significant proportion of businesses are still not using computers.[1] Not being able to, or not               
knowing how to make use of, ICT is becoming a clear factor of economic exclusion for                
businesses in developing countries.[2] Detailed analysis of experience around the world           
reveals ample evidence that, used in the right way and for the right purposes, ICT provides                
developing nations with an unprecedented opportunity to meet vital development goals such            
as poverty reduction, basic healthcare, and education more effectively than before.[3]           
Studies have shown that small and newly founded manufacturing businesses in developing            
countries can effectively achieve higher labour productivity with the presence of computers            
in combination with the internet as well as access to technical information on how              
businesses implement ICT solutions.[1] 
  
Students within the faculty of Industrial Engineering at Havana University of Technologies            
José Antonio Echeverría (CUJAE) annually engage in a project focused on ICT solutions in              
Cuban enterprises. In groups of 4-6 members the students engage an organisation in Cuba              
and evaluate the ICT solutions used in the organisation on set of criteria, some of which are                 
listed below. The group assignment work from the perspective of Enterprise Architecture            
Management patterns to: 

- Diagnose the degree of alignment in the choice of ICT solution and the necessity to               
process information in an organisational process. 

- Diagnose the capacities of ICT (all what it can do) and its use (what is actually done),                 
describing the shortcomings (underutilization of technology) and aspects that can be           
improved within an local enterprise. 

The findings by the groups are presented in a written report, as well as in an excel-form. The                  
university currently lacks any resources to managing and  
 
If the information regarding ICT solutions gathered by students at CUJAE would be             
cataloged in a structured manner this catalogue could allow for further analysis of the use of                
ICT in Cuba. Furthermore, if this catalogue allowed for comparative analysis, or provide             
statistical figures it could give insights of regional trends or alignment of different ICT              
solutions in regards to differents industries could be gained it could support Cuban             
enterprises in their IT-strategy as well as contribute to the overall development of the              
country. 

1.2 Defining the Problem 
The data gathered each year might hold interesting information regarding the use of ICT in               
Cuban enterprises but without a way to structurize the data the possibility of analysis will be                
lost. Furthermore, if the data collection is not made in a structured manner, data will be lost.                 
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Data collected from an Enterprise Architecture viewpoint is enterprise specific meaning           
creating a standardized way of collecting data must allow for enterprise specific information             
to be gathered while still allowing comparisons to be made between the data regarding the               
enterprises enabling statistical analysis.  
 
Moreover Enterprise Architecture Management Patterns main focus is on business          
processes, business areas, and applications and how they are connected within an            
enterprise. Meaning the solution must be able to make connections between different sets of              
information while the sets themselves must be independent. The solution deemed           
appropriate of this task due to its capabilities linking different sets of information to each               
other and its ability of extracting information from a specified collection of sets is a database                
constructed in MySQL.  

1.3       The Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the method of cataloguing the works using a                
database as a tool for increasing the access to knowledge regarding ICT solutions used in               
Cuban enterprises. We will further investigate to what extent the methods used for gathering              
the data affects the catalogue content and functionality. 
  
This report will investigate the viability of using MySQL as a method for cataloguing ICT               
solutions and Enterprise Architecture data in a database. The report will clarify the desired              
outcome, potential and limitations of such a database.  

1.4       Research Question 
This paper aims to answer the following questions: 

- How should EA information be gathered and structured to support the creation of a 
database regarding ICT solutions?  

- How should a database be structured to support future analysis of ICT solutions from 
an EA perspective? 

1.5       Scope 
This project has been designed with the database schema and functionality in focus. Thus a               
full implementation will not be conducted, rather a proposal of how the underlying schema              
should look like to support the management of the data gathered. Considering that the              
project is in collaboration with CUJAE, a spanish speaking university, parts of the project will               
be in spanish. These parts are primarily the database schema and the proposed             
excel-forms, if deemed necessary translations to english will be made. 
 
The project will be built upon the excel-forms handed out during the course as a mean for                 
data gathering and a database structure proposed by Liosbel Díaz Lorenz will be further              
explained in section 2.3. The main focus will be aligning these two existing solutions with               
each other and improving them to enable future analysis. Note that no analysis from the data                
will be made, only improvements to the existing conditions to allow for future analysis. 
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1.6       Social and Ethical Implications 

1.6.1       Social Implications: 
The availability of this data and the student report findings could be in the interest of both                 
Cuban enterprises and independent software vendors. Cuban enterprises will be able to            
make more informed choices when choosing technology solutions. Independent software          
vendors will have an opportunity to better know their customers and improve their product              
based on this knowledge. [4] 

1.6.2 Ethical Implications: 
Publicizing information online, accessible to the public, comes with ethical requirements. The            
documents that will be accessible to the general public contain information about the             
enterprises intricate workings, as well as the judgments by individual students. It is therefore              
important that all of the involved parties have given their consent to publicise this              
information. [5]  
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2        Theoretical Framework 
This chapter provides the theoretical framework for this thesis. First Database and MySQL             
information are presented to gain basic understanding the challenges related to database            
development and the problem we have at hand. Thereafter, theory of Enterprise Architecture             
and the Enterprise Architecture Management Pattern Catalog are covered to gain insight of             
the perspective the students work is based on, which greatly affects the data gathered and in                
turn what will be managed. Lastly, the previous studies in this area are put forward to see                 
what advances have already been made.  

2.1       Databases and MySQL 
Basic knowledge of databases and MySQL will be needed to understand the underlying             
principles of which the database will be built upon. If nothing else is stated all information                
presented in section 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 has been extracted from the book “Database              
Systems: the Complete Book” [9]. 
 
A database is a means of storing information in such a way that information easily can be                 
retrieved from it using queries. In simplest terms, a relational database is one that presents               
information in tables with rows and columns. A table is referred to as a relation and is a                  
collection of objects of the same type, each object occupies a separate row, each column               
represents an attribute. Data in a table can be related according to common keys or               
concepts, and the ability to retrieve related data from a table is the basis for the term                 
relational database. A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) handles the way           
data is stored, maintained, and retrieved [8]. 

2.1.1       Relational Model and SQL 
The relational model gives us a single way to represent data: as a two-dimensional table               
called a relation. Because databases are commonly large, efficiency of access to data and              
efficiency of modifications to that data are of great importance as well as the ease of use.                 
These two goals are met with the relational model due to the following characteristics: 
 

1. Provides a simple, limited approach to structuring data, yet is reasonably versatile, so 
anything can be modelled. 

2. Provides a limited, yet useful, collection of operations on data. 
 
Relations are tables representing information. Columns are headed by attributes; each 
attribute has an associated domain, or data type. Rows are called tuples, and a tuple has 
one component for each attribute of the relation. With this kind of structure we will be able to 
create relations describing the different ICT solutions and their characteristics, each ICT 
solution represented as a tuple.  
 
SQL is the principal language used to describe and manipulate relational databases. There 
are two aspects of SQL:  
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1. The Data-Definition sublanguage for declaring database schemas. 
2. The Data-Manipulation sublanguage for querying (asking questions about) databases 

and for modifying the database. 
 
The first aspect will be used when creating the database as seen in appendix 2. The second 
will be used when declaring test-queries in section 3.3.2.1. 
 
SQL makes a difference between the different kinds of relation two of them being:  

1. Stored relations, which are called tables. These are the kind of relation we deal with 
ordinarily — a relation that exists in the database and that can be modified by 
changing its tuples, as well as queried. 

2. Temporary tables, which are constructed by the SQL language processor when it 
performs its job of executing queries and data modifications. These relations are then 
thrown away and not stored. 
 

These two different kind of tables corresponds to the two previous aspects of SQL. Stored 
relations will be created using the first aspect of as a data-definition sublanguage and 
temporary tables will be produced when executing the test-queries. 
 
All attributes in a table must have a data type. Some of the primitive data types supported by 
SQL are the following: 
 

1. Character strings of fixed or varying length. The type CHAR(n) denotes a fixed-length 
string of up to n characters. VARCHAR(n) also denotes a string of up to n characters. 
The difference is implementation-dependent; typically CHAR implies that short 
strings are padded to make n characters, while VARCHAR implies that an 
end-marker or string-length is used.  

2. The type INT or INTEGER denotes typical integer values. 
3. Dates and times can be represented by the data types DATE and TIME, respectively. 

These values are essentially character strings of a specific form.  
 

Furthermore, one can define a pre-set of values to be used when designing a database with                
help of enumerated type ENUM. The ENUM values themselves can be of any type while the                
entered value must be an exact match of one in the list. By declaring a set of values allowed                   
the common problem of heterogeneity, later described in 2.1.3, can be avoided. 

2.1.2       UML Diagram 
UML is a way of visualizing a software program, such as a database, by using a collection of                  
diagrams. Visualizing is an important step in the process of abstracting the problem to              
evaluate the conditions. Ullman illustrates the process of building a relational DBMS as             
figure 1. It begins with a design phase, in which one address questions regarding what               
information will be stored, how information elements will be related to one another, what              
constraints such as keys to be used. In fig 1 this phase is the conversion of ideas to a                   
high-level design. The final database schema design can be presented using several            
methods, however Ullman mentions that the use of Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a              
recently trending solution. 
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Fig 1. The database modeling and implementation process. 

  
A UML class diagram provide a practical way to sketch an initial data model that is a                 
representation of how the different types of data will relate to each other. It was originally                
developed as a graphical notation for describing software designs in object-oriented software            
projects. The design consists of UML Classes, a box for a class is split into three parts as                  
illustrated in fig 1. At the top is the name of the class, the name of the relation it represents.                    
The middle has the instance variables of the class, or the attributes contained within the               
relation. The bottom portion is for methods, however, the relational database model does not              
provide methods. 
  
A connection between two classes, eg. sharing foreign keys, is illustrated by an edge              
between the classes. The type of relationship between the classes can vary and this              
variation is represented by the way the edge is draw. Whether the edge is dashed or filled                 
depends on if the connection between the classes is by association or dependency. Every              
association has constraints on the number of objects from each of its classes that can be                
connected to an object of the other class. We indicate these constraints by a label of the                 
form m ..n at each end, where it means each object at the other end is connected to at least                    
m and at most n objects at this end. A * in place of n (eg. m...*) means infinity, thus * alone                      
stands for the range 0..*.  
 
By using UML Diagrams we will be able to illustrate the different database schemas              
developed in a scientifically and standardized manner. With a visual representation of the             
database a better understanding of how tables relate to each other can be reached and a                
more extensive evaluation can be made. 
 

2.1.3       The Heterogeneity Problem 
When trying to connect information sources that were developed independently, it is            
invariably found that sources differ in many ways, even if they are intended to store the                
same kinds of data. Such sources are called heterogeneous, and the problem of integrating              
them is referred to as the heterogeneity problem. The problems that arise in terms of               
heterogeneity related to databases are many but the most related to our research question              
are; Schema Heterogeneity, Data type differences and Value Heterogeneity. 
 
If assuming all sources of information use the same relational tables we are faced with the                
schema heterogeneity problem. No matter the size of the relational tables the problem of              
integrating the information between them stays the same. Some information sources may            
choose to establish a Boolean-value for each attribute like “0” or “1” while another might               
choose to define them as “yes” and “no”.Furthermore naming of the attributes is vital. With               
no standardized way of naming, synonyms can occur meaning the relation and data might              
be complete but the problem of integration still stands.  
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Moreover, one information source might not record data that others might do. This can be               
due to lack of guidance when gathering the data, lack of interest for the information or simply                 
not realizing its importance. To deal with missing values one can use NULL as a default                
value to align the sources with each other. 
 
Data type differences occur when different information sources use different lengths or types             
to store the same data. Fixed lengths can differ and some sources might use integers rather                
the character strings to represent the data. 
 
The same concept might be represented by different constants at different sources we are              
faced with the value heterogeneity. Some data might be represented by an integer code at               
one source, a string at another, and a string-code with the first and last letter of the same                  
string at a third. Furthermore, the string-code established at one source of information may              
represent different data at a different source. 
 
Being aware of the problems that can occur in terms of heterogeneity is of great importance                
for this project. When evaluating the method for information gathering a constant reminder of              
these problems will prevent later setbacks and overall help create a better solution for              
integrating and aligning with the database. Since the main goal is to improve the conditions               
for future analysis, making sure differents sets of data can be integrated and compared is               
vital to the success of the project. 
 

2.2       Enterprise Architecture  
In this section Enterprise Architecture and a Enterprise Architecture Management Pattern           
Catalog will be presented. This to better understand from what viewpoints the students             
works has been made from and what challenges comes with working with such a viewpoint.  
 
A commonly used definition of architecture in the IT world is the one stated by Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers: 
“Architecture is the fundamental organisation of a system embodied in its components, their 
relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principle guiding its design and 

evolution.” 
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Fig 2. Illustration of set architecture in each domain and the link between them 

 
Architecture at the level of an entire organisation is commonly referred to as “enterprise              
architecture” (EA). It is a set of principles, methods and models that are used in the design                 
and realisation of the enterprise’s organisational structure, business processes, information          
systems, and infrastructure. EA is used to capture the essentials of the business. The idea is                
that the essentials are much more stable than the specific programs of applications that are               
found in the company. EA is therefore helpful in guarding the essentials of the business,               
while still providing a foreseeable view of the enterprise.[10] One of the reasons EA as a                
field gained traction was due to its capability to provide a holistic view of the enterprise at                 
hand. The EA approach was developed as an attempt to address increased system             
complexity, the costs for building organisations IT systems were increasing, and poor            
business alignment, organisations found it increasingly complex to align the business need            
with their increasingly expensive IT systems. [11] 
 
Within defined domains of areas in an enterprise some sort of architectural practice often              
exist, with varying degrees of maturity. However, due to the heterogeneity of the methods              
and techniques used to document the architectures, it is very difficult to determine how the               
different domains are interrelated as illustrated in fig 2. [10] Local optimisation will take place               
within each domain, meaning the architecture within each domain may be optional, however,             
this need not lead to a desired nor optimal architecture for the company as whole. A highly                 
optimised technical infrastructure that offers great performance at low cost might turn out to              
be too rigid and inflexible if it needs to support highly agile and rapidly changing business                
processes. A good EA provides the insight needed to balance requirements in one domain              
to another, meaning a better understanding of how different processes in different areas             
interact.[10] 

2.2.1       Enterprise Architecture Management Pattern Catalog 
The Enterprise Architecture Management Pattern Catalog(EAM Pattern Catalog) developed         
by Software Engineering for Business Information Systems (sebis) at the Institute for            
Informatics of the Technische Universität München aims to complement existing EA           
management frameworks. They present a holistic and generic view on the problem of EA              
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management by providing additional detail and guidance needed to systematically establish           
EA management in a step-wise fashion within a given enterprise. [12]  
 
The EAM Pattern Catalog identies the dependencies between 
 

● individual management concerns (Which goal is to be achieved for which 
stakeholders?) 

● management methodologies (Which activities are required to address a given 
concern?) 

● supporting viewpoints (Which diagrams, gures, documents, etc. help stakeholders 
to collaboratively perform these activities?) 

● information models (Which information is required to generate a particular 
viewpoint?) 

 
Methodologies, viewpoints and information models are thus presented as patterns, so called            
EAM patterns: They describe possible solutions for recurring problems that can and may             
have to be adapted to an specic enterprise context. [12] 

 

 
Fig 3. Illustration of the work process between the different patterns 

 
A Methodology Pattern (M-Pattern) denes steps to be taken in order to address given              
concerns. A Viewpoint Pattern (V-Pattern) provides languages used by M-Patterns. 
An Information Model Pattern (I-Pattern) supplies underlying models (the abstract syntax) for            
the data visualized in one or more V-Patterns. The link between different patterns as              
described in fig. 3. [12] 
 
One of the goals of the student reports is to produce a set of V-patterns from the EAM                  
Pattern Catalog, in detail pattern V-8, V-17, V-30, V-32, V-36, V-63 and V-76. These              
V-patterns are visual representations of the current status of the enterprise. Some of the              
V-patterns are simple pie-charts while others are much more complicated flowcharts. To be             
able to produce the V-patterns one must collect the correlating information requested from             
the concerns linked to the V-pattern. While the V-pattern itself is not important to this report                
the information requested is meaning the concerns is a key component for this report. For a                
full list of concerns addressed by above mentioned V-patterns, see appendix 1. 
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2.3       Previous Similar Studies 
Liosbel Díaz Lorenzo, a student at CUJAE at the time, presented in 2016 a report               
investigating the implementation of a catalogue of enterprise applications linked to enterprise            
architecture patterns. The report based its investigation on the same EAM patterns used by              
the student assignments we have for our work, albeit from a year before us. The general                
objective of the report was to develop tools that would “facilitates the management of the               
information gathered by the teams [students reports], in addition to allowing users to perform              
more detailed analysis of it”.[13] A subset of the specific objectives can be summarised as: 
 

-        Identify the information requirements based on the patterns of Enterprise 
Architecture for the data model of the business application catalogue. 

-        Design the database that represents the identified information requirements of how 
one wants to manage the data model of the business application catalogue. 

 
The report presents an architectural structure of systems to facilitate users, once            
authenticated, to interact with a database remotely via TCP/IP over a user interface. The              
focus for Lizobels work is stakeholder management, and incorporating a system to facilitate             
different actors to change and manipulate data on ICT solutions. At the core of this               
architecture the report proposes a specific database schema in a UML diagram, see fig 4.               
The proposed schema is intended to facilitate the management of EAM pattern data, as well               
as evaluation, user login and administrative tools.  
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 Fig 4. UML Diagram over the proposed database developed by Liosbel Díaz Lorenzo 

 
The study proposes the database schema based on identifying information requirements           
from EAM patterns, thus strictly theoretical and not incorporating previously gathered data by             
the students. Our study will develop L. Lorenzos proposed schema, striving to make it more               
relevant for CUJAE by incorporating the current data gathering methods used and aligning             
the database to the work done at the university, whilst containing some of the insights               
regarding the storage of EAM pattern data. 
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3        Method 
This section describes the methods used to complete this study. The method we adopted for               
the development of the database was an iterative method presented by Zelkowitz, Shaw and              
Gannon in 1979 initially intended for software design. The method consist of three steps;              
analysis, design, implementation. The method suggests that arriving at a good solution for a              
project initially requires some abstraction of the problem so that the possibilities become             
clear. However, abstraction comes with limitations, some of which are only discovered by             
implementing and testing the developed code in the real world. Thus, one is not expected to                
get the model done right the first try. Instead, as time goes by one refactor the model as one                   
gains deeper understandings of the problem domain and the limitations of the abstractions.  

 
Fig 5. Illustration of the iterative work process [14] 

 
The iterative method used can be read out from fig. 5, where the method starts from the 
problem statement, working its way around the various stages clockwise. 

3.1 Developing the Technical Requirements 
The technical requirements for the database were specified through a set interviews with Dr              
Marta Abreu, due to her expertise in the field of EAM and since Dr Abreu is the supervisor                  
for the student assignments. There are several techniques to conduct an interview, and one              
should adapt the technique used depending on purpose, prerequisites and the settings.[15]            
We chose unstructured interviews since they are useful for developing an understanding of             
an as-of-yet not fully understood or appreciated culture, experience, or setting. In our case              
this understanding was the students assignment, their previous courses and the course            
content as well as the desired outcome of the database model. Focus in an unstructured               
interview is towards the respondents' talk on a particular topic of interest, and to allow               
researchers the opportunity to test out his or her preliminary understanding. We conducted             
semi-structured interviews later considering they require questions to be prepared ahead of            
time and thus in depth knowledge of the researchers. Semi-structured interviews also allow             
informants the freedom to express their views in their own terms.[16] 
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3.2 Design Environment 
MySQL was chosen since it is one of the most-used database systems in the world, it’s                
compatible with the most popular operating systems, and is considered an industry standard.             
[17] 
The database was developed locally since the implementation was for testing and evaluating             
the structure. Developing locally allows for fast testing and thus the most effective             
considering the task.  

3.3 Evaluating the Alignment Between Data 
Gathering and Data Management 
Part of this report is understanding and improving the methods used to gather the data which                
will be managed by the database. From the perspective of achieving set out requirements,              
changing what data the students gather, and the way gathered data is structured could              
arguably be equally important as the way the data is managed in a database. Improving the                
alignment between the gathered data and the database thus requires an approach from both              
ends; altering the method for data gathering as well as altering the method for data               
management, the database. The desired outcome is for the data gathering and data             
management methods to be perfectly aligned, thus gathering and managing the same data. 

3.3.1 Evaluating the Method for Data Gathering 
As described in 2.2.1: one of the goals of the student reports is to produce a set of                  
V-patterns from the EAM Pattern Catalog presented by Technische Universität München in            
2008, in detail pattern V-8, V-17, V-30, V-32, V-36, V-63 and V-76. These V-patterns in turn                
address a set of concerns to be answered by the data gathered. Some V-patterns address               
multiple concerns, whereas only a set might be considered for the report. For a full list of                 
concerns addressed by above mentioned V-patterns, see appendix 1. When we later asses             
whether the data gathered is relevant, it is in relation to these concerns. 
 
The reports assessed have in some cases adhered to a formalised method for data              
gathering. This method relies on a standardised excel-form developed by the supervising            
teacher of the class. The excel-form contain a set of questions the students aim to answer                
by field studies and interviews carried out at the chosen enterprise. The form does not aim to                 
be a complete recollection of all of the students work, but a standardised format for which                
the students gather data for later assessment. The students are expected to finalise their              
project by presenting approximately a 30-40 page written report along with the excel-form. In              
the cases where the reports have not adhered to the formalised method, the students have               
presented written report along with an excel-document containing mostly the same data but             
not in the same structure. 
 
The method of gathering data in a standardised excel-form is a more structured method then               
a written report. This structure allows for importing the data into a database more easily               
since if formally structured, data can be more easily located. The formal structure also              
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addresses the heterogeneity problem. Aligning the data gathering method to the database is             
imperative to improve the functionality of database, and excel provides a good tool to              
support this alignment. Thus, when evaluating the data gathering method we focused on the              
excel form, specifically: 
 

● What data does the excel-form gather related to ICT solutions? 
● Does the excel-form provide the information required by the database? 
● How can the students interact with the excel-form? 

 
These questions help answer what alterations should be made to the data gathering method 
to support the creation of the database.  

3.3.2 Evaluating the Method for Data Management 
When assessing the data management method our focus has been towards:  

● the database schema; eg. what classes are necessary and what attributes should 
each class contain?  

● the data-types; eg. what datatype should each attribute handle; booleans, text, ints, 
and what memory-space is required for each attribute? 

● the constraints; eg. should attributes reference each other and how do we construct 
constraints to enforce the desired referencing and ensure the integrity of the 
database upon changes? 

The answer to these questions depend heavily on the functional requirements of the 
database. 

3.3.2.1       SQL Querys 
To test the implemented database we developed a set of questions to be answered with               
SQL-queries revealing if data could be presented involving different sets of tables. The             
questions were developed with the technical requirements in mind. The tests were            
conducted on the database on controlled test data developed by a subset of the student               
reports. The use of controlled test data was to ensure that we had expected results we could                 
compare to real results. We defined the scope of the questions to address enterprises and               
applications thus leaving the tables equipo and author not to be involved. 
 
The following test-queries were formed: 

1. What technological solutions does enterprise E use? 
2. What processes does technology T support? 
3. What business areas does technology T support? 
4. What technology is used in business area B? 
5. What enterprises use P as a provider? 

 
If the test-queries are successfully executed we will be presented with a temporary table              
containing the results based on the test-data entered. The test-data entered will be based on               
a subset of the students work, manually entered into the database, and thus the results will                
be predictable if everything works correctly. There are three possible scenarios when            
running test-queries; no data is presented, the expected result is presented or the presented              
data is not null, but not the expected data. If no data is presented a detailed analysis will be                   
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conducted to conclude that the error lies in the database schema, and not in the code for the                  
test-query. 
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4        Results 

4.1 First Iteration 
The first iteration evaluated the existing conditions and methods for data gathering and data              
management based on existing excel-forms as well as the database schema proposed by L.              
Lorenzo mentioned in section 2.3.  

4.1.1 Evaluating the Method for Data Gathering 
Evaluating the current method for data gathering consisted of examining 40 avaliable            
student reports and their corresponding excel-forms. Interviews were carried out with Dr.            
Marta Abreu to gain insights as to methods used by the students to retrieve relevant data.                
The students gather data by visiting the enterprise on a weekly basis over a course of a                 
semester, visiting various representatives from the enterprise from different areas. The aim            
for the visits is to gather sufficient information from the representatives to complete the              
excel-forms, as well as gather sufficient data to present a written report. 
 
4.1.1.1 What data does the excel form gather related to ICT solutions? 
The excel-form in state gather the following data-points on each ICT solution used within a               
company: 

- Name 
- Description 
- Processes linked to the application 
- Main business area linked to application 
- Number of users 
- Ease of use and learning 
- OS server technology base 
- Database technology base 
- Development platform 
- Type of software 
- Connection requirements 
- Security and data access 
- Provider 
- Maintenance 
- Actual state (The status of the ICT solution within the company; eg. implemented) 
- Systems with which it is currently related (Application dependencies) 
- Systems to be linked in future projects 
- Other applications with which it interacts 
- Associated risks 
- User opinion 

All data entries are saved as free-text.  
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4.1.1.2   Does the excel-form provide the information required by the database? 
The database has in total 22 attributes in its tables, excluding id-attributes. The excel-form              
had 11 of the corresponding attributes. The excel-form gathered a total of 25 attributes while               
the database did not support 14 of these to be stored. This means the database supported                
44% of gathered data to be stored, and the excel-form gathered 50% of the requested data.  

4.1.1.3   How can the students interact with the excel-form? 
The excel-form consisted of column headers and areas intended to fill in by the students as                
work progressed. However, no restrictions or format limitations were set upon the document             
thus extensive alterations were made. Of the 40 student-works available to us 19 used the               
excel-form provided without alterations. Of these 19 works an average of 200 cells require              
student input, depending on the amount of applications listed in each student-work. Out of              
the 200 cells requiring student input, an average of 55 cells were left empty. This means                
47% of the students used the provided excel-form and out of this subset 72% of the required                 
input was retrieved. Moreover inconsistencies appeared in most excel-forms as spelling           
errors as well as different definitions of e.g. business areas between different sheets as              
illustrated below. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6. excerpt from student work “SI Mariel”, 2016. 

Fig 7. excerpt from student work “SI Mariel”, 2016. 
 
Fig 6 and 7 show a common inconsistency in the excel forms; a category, in this case a                  
business area defined as “Direccion Comercial” in one page is later referenced to as              
“Direccion de comercial” in another page. Such inconsistencies, if imported into the            
database, lead to heterogeneity problems.  

4.1.2 Evaluating the Method for Data Gathering 
When assessing the initial database schema we focused on the classes and relations             
relevant to the management of ICT solutions linked to processes, business areas and             
enterprises. Thus parts not related to these areas were subtracted from the initial code              
presented in fig 4. The schema we evaluated is illustrated in fig 8. 
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Fig 8. UML Diagram of the database proposed by Liosbel Díaz Lorenzo, altered to only show 
relations directly linked to processes, business areas and enterprises. 

 
Assessing the database schema indicated limitations in linking applications to enterprises.           
Unlike the classes for areas and processes, applications did not allow for the storage of an                
foreign key enterprise id attribute. This can be seen in figure 8, in class              
“aplicacion_de_negocio” which lacks the attribute “id_empresa”. A reasonable explanation         
for this design choice would be the idea that applications should be cataloged as              
stand-alone entities and not specifically tied to a enterprise. However, considering that the             
application class has enterprise specific attributes such as “numero_de_usarios” (number of           
users), and “certificado_por” (certified until), we concluded that it must have been an human              
error. The evaluation also showed that the default data type was text for attributes where               
ENUM and Booleans could have been used to limit the risk of heterogeneity problems. 

4.1.2.1 Result from SQL-query evaluation 
All test-queries provided us with the expected results except: What enterprises use P as a               
provider? Instead of being presented with a temporary table with two tuples, only one was               
given. Further analysis showed that this had to do with the way the database schema was                
constructed and the lack of constraints.The application class did not contain an empresa_id             
attribute as a foreign key. Thus if the link application -> process -> enterprise could not be                 
made the information would not be reached.  
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4.2       Second Iteration 
The second iteration evaluated our initial changes to the excel-form, as well as incremental              
changes to the initial database schema. Changes involved altering what attributes are            
gathered and managed, key constraints and altering data types. 

4.2.1 Evaluating the Method for Data Gathering 
Key changes to the excel-form were linked to previously discovered issues with            
heterogeneity. Thus we implemented data-validation, cross-page referencing and drop-down         
menus to limit the occurrence of this problem. Alterations were made to what data is               
gathered with the EAM concerns in consideration. See appendix 1 for full list. For the               
removal or addition of data a consideration whether the data is relevant to a specific EAM                
concern was made. 
 
4.2.1.1 What data does the excel-form gather related to ICT solutions? 
This section will highlight the changes made from the first iteration. + denotes added              
information and - denotes that the information has been removed. * denotes that a constraint               
has been added to the input method for that attribute eg. data validation in regards to                
predefined values. 
 

- Business area linked to application 
+ Business areas linked to application (Allowed for multiplicity) 

 
- OS server technology 
- Database technology 
+ Required OS* (*Only predefined values allowed) 

 
- Security and data access 
+ Requires login* (*Only predefined values allowed) 

 
- Connectivity 
+ Requires connectivity* (*Only predefined values allowed) 

 
+ Implementation date* (*Only date values allowed) 
+ Certified until date* (*Only date values allowed) 

This data address concerns C-35 and C-35. 
 

+ Implementation cost* (*Only integer values allowed) 
+ Operational cost* (*Only integer values allowed) 

This data address concerns C-44 and C-55. 
 

- Ease of use and learning 
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4.2.1.2 Does the excel-form provide the information required by the database? 
The database has in total 34 attributes in its tables, excluding id-attributes. The excel-form              
had 33 of the corresponding attributes. The excel-form gathered a total of 35 attributes and               
the database support 34 of these to be stored. This means the database supported 97% of                
gathered data to be stored, and the excel-form gathered 97% of the requested data. The               
attribute ‘volumen_de_negocios’ (Business revenue) was wrongly omitted in the excel-form. 
 
4.2.1.3 How can the students interact with the excel-form? 
To address the inconsistency in the previous excel-forms predefined values was added. By             
doing this a set of values constricted the choice of information in regards to e.g. industry,                
region or operating system. This enabled the use of drop-down menus of the predefined              
values meaning all forms would record one of the already provided values in corresponding              
cell. The method used for deciding what options to be allowed in the set of predefined values                 
differed depending on the data.  

- For the category specifying the enterprise industry the Industry Groups set by the 
Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) were used.  

- For the category specifying enterprise region the 15 provinces of Cuba were used. 
- For the category of required Operating System (OS) the three most popular operating 

systems, covering 97,27% of the market share were used.[18] 
 
The use of drop-down menus from input values was also implemented. This eliminates the              
risk of misspelling leading to heterogeneity problems when referencing the same object in             
different sheets. 

 
Fig 9. Example of predefined values entered into the excel-form, enabling drop-down menus 

of said values in other sheets. 
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Fig 10. Example of drop-down menus integrated in the excel-form using the predefined 

values as the only options 
 

 
Fig 11. Example of optional input values entered in cell in the excel-form. 

 
 

 
Fig 12. Example of drop-down menu of input value corresponding to value entered as input 

value in other sheet. 
 

4.2.2 Evaluating the Method for Data Management 
The results from first iteration and the test-queries highlighted areas for improvements for             
the database schema. The previous database schema did not allow for a link between an               
application and an enterprise without a process present, thus the foreign key ‘id_empresa’             
(enterprise id) was added to the application class. 
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Fig 13. UML diagram of the database after adjustments in second iteration. 

 
As well as altering the database schema, data types were edited. To minimize the risk of                
heterogeneity problems the ENUM data type was incorporated. The ENUM data type            
depends on the declaration of a set of permitted values from which only one can be chosen                 
for each record. For attributes such as ‘os_req’ (Required OS), the allowed entry must be               
one of; 'Win', 'Mac', 'Linux', 'Mac, Linux', 'Win, Mac', 'Win, Linux', 'Todo' (‘Todo’ means all in                
spanish, not to be mistaken for To-do). Similar ENUM data types were applied to a set of                 
attributes. The method for deciding what to be permitted depended on the permitted             
attributes in the excel-form. 
 
The classes ‘equipo’ (group) and ‘author’ were added as a means to allow for referencing               
the data in the database. The initial database did not incorporate the names and groups               
whom are the source of the data, thus accountability for the data was lost. These two                
classes allow for improved accountability and thus improving data integrity. 
 
4.2.2.1 SQL Queries 
With this structure all the SQL-queries were successful thus verifying the functionality of the 
database.  
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4.3 Final Iteration 
This third and final iteration incorporated minor improvements to the excel-form, aligned the 
form with the database further and introduced a new class to the UML diagram. 
 

4.3.1 Evaluating the Method for Data Gathering 
Changes was made to the excel-from to better align with the proposed database and the               
3-way relation between area, application and process by adding a page allowing for linking              
applications to business areas. Previously applications were linked to business areas by            
assumption; linking application A to a process P, and process P to business area B, the                
assumption was that application A must support business area B. Examining the data             
proved this to be improbable, specifically where broad definitions of processes were used.             
Some processes were defined by the students as supporting all business areas, this implied              
that the applications linked to the process to also supported all business areas. This lead to                
improbable cases, eg. 3D CAD software supported the financials department for an            
electric-utility enterprise. 
 
Furthermore design changes were made to make it more user-friendly and intuitive using             
colored fields to indicate input and examples of input to clarify what to enter as illustrated in                 
figure 14 
 

 
Fig 14. Examples of input in the excel-form. 

 
4.3.1.1 What data does the excel-form gather related to ICT solutions? 
No changes was made in the excel-form in regards to the data collected except minor 
changes in wording, order and structure. 
 
4.3.1.2 Does the excel-form provide the information required by the database? 
The database has in total 37 attributes in its tables, excluding id-attributes. The excel-form              
has all of the corresponding attributes. The excel-form gathers a total of 37 attributes and the                
database support all of these to be stored. This means the database supported 100% of               
gathered data to be stored, and the excel-form gathered 100% of the requested data.  
 
4.3.1.3 How can the students interact with the excel-form? 
The third iteration implemented the built-in tool to ‘Protect sheet’ and ‘Protect workbook’             
using administrative and user privileges. This tool allows for a set of cells to allow user input,                 
while the general structure of the document to remain protected from alteration. This tool can               
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easily be turned on or off by a password, allowing teachers to edit and manage the form over                  
time. This tool addresses on of the initial issues encountered with the excel-forms, that only               
47% of the students used the form without alterations, which is crucial for incorporating an               
automated processing of the student-data. 
 

4.2.1 Evaluating the Method for Data Management 
Changes were made to the names of relations as well as attributes for more concise queries                
and names which clarify their purpose, as seen in figure 15. The class “aplicacion” handles               
information specific for an application in an enterprise such as name, description, provider,             
required operating system, if the application requires a network connection or login, number             
and type of users, operational and implementational cost and its current state in the              
organisation (in development, implemented or phasing out), to name a few. The class “area”              
handles the name and description for a specific enterprise area. The class “proceso” handles              
the name and description for a specific enterprise process. The classes area and proceso              
can be linked in a two-way, one-to-many relation through the class “area_pro”, thus multiple              
areas can be linked to a process, and vice-versa. “Proceso” also allows for the storage of a                 
“area_responsable” (responsable area) attribute, to emphasize a specific area as mainly           
responsible for the described process. The combination of a two-way, one-to-many relation            
between areas and processes, and a responsable area attribute allows one to a better              
degree distinguish the strength of the relations between areas and processes. 
 
A more flexible relation between applications, processes and areas was developed, allowing            
for applications to be linked to business areas without requiring a related process. Thus a               
two-way, one-to-many relation can be established between applications, processes and          
areas independently. This was achieved by editing the class ‘app_area’ (called ‘soporte’ in             
previous iteration) which previously linked applications with processes and areas and a new             
class ‘area_pro’ was added. An illustration between the three-way relation between           
applications, processes and business areas can be seen by the classes ‘app_pro’,            
‘area_pro’ and ‘app_area’ in fig 15. 
 
The classes equipo (group) and author remained unchanged.  
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Fig. 15 Final UML-Diagram 
 
4.3.2.1 SQL Queries 
All SQL-queries presented the expected results. 
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5        Discussion 

5.1 Remaining Issues 
The developed database schema and excel-form allow for the creation of a catalogue of ICT               
solutions linked to processes and business areas with a EAM perspective. The results show              
that the method for data gathering has been aligned with the method for data management.               
The database can store, manage and retrieve the data gathered by the students. If fully               
implemented the database has the potential of being an effective tool supporting the             
students and other stakeholders in retrieving specific data related to Cuban enterprises and             
their choice of ICT solutions, as exemplified by our test-queries. However, the EAM             
perspective means that the data gathered is fundamentally specific for each enterprise and             
non comparable, thus we would argue that using the database for a statistical analysis and               
discovering regional or industrial trends is difficult due to two specific issue. 
 
5.1.1 Definitions Issues 
One issue of comparing EA between companies is the definitions used for processes and              
business areas. What one student group defines as ‘production department’ does not            
necessarily mean the same for another student group. This issue is even more evident when               
defining enterprise specific processes. This issue could be addressed by developing a set of              
standardized processes and business areas that the student would work from. Working from             
a set of predefined areas and processes would improve the possibility for statistical analysis,              
however standardisation comes with pitfalls. Standardisation means that vital information          
specific to the company could be lost. If trying to further standardize the content of the                
database we are presented with other issues. Who should be responsible for setting the              
standard to include all companies, can it be done? Can one guarantee the integrity of the                
standard and what happens to the already gathered data if the standard is changed?  
 
5.1.2 Data Quality Issues 
Another issue is that the relevance of the database relies on the quality of the student works.                 
Giving guidelines and right material to work with can give a solid ground for the work to be                  
built upon but the responsibility of high quality work (factual and comprehensive) is still in the                
hands of the students. Currently the students present their findings to representatives of the              
investigated enterprise as well as the supervising teachers and the enterprise           
representatives must declare the validity of the presented report. This is a good measure to               
ensure the validity of the data but some of the gathered data remains subjective, and the                
depth and detail of the gathered data varies between student groups. Examples of subjective              
data is the textual description of applications, processes and business areas. 
 

5.2 Relevancy 
Studies have shown that businesses can effectively achieve higher labour productivity with            
the presence of computers in combination with the internet as well as access to technical               
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information on how businesses implement ICT solutions.[1] Enterprise Architecture         
Management as a management discipline was established in the 1980s and is still under              
development thus there is no unison model for assessing EAM efficiency or implementation             
success. Efficiency assessment is done internally with the framework depending on the            
enterprise setting. [19] The relevancy of cataloging and increasing access to the data             
gathered by the students, even with the suggested improvements of standardization, could            
arguably lie in information retrieval rather than statistical analysis.  
This is due to the intricate nature of EAM patterns, and issues of trying to apply the same EA                   
viewpoint on multiple enterprises. The spread of enterprises covered by the students range             
from the national telecom provider ETECSA to the kiosk handling visitors at the Hemingway              
museum, but the spread of EAM patterns remain the same. Thus the wide range of               
technological maturity within the different companies analysed may also interfere with the            
relevancy of the findings. It has been argued by experts within the field that comparing EA                
between different companies is like comparing apples to oranges.[20] Comparing EA           
between companies with different sizes, in different industries, with varying technological           
maturity could further increase the gap.  

5.3 Future Areas for Study 
If the purpose of the catalog is to compare ICT solutions linked to EAM patterns we believe                 
that further research should be directed to the standardisation of processes and business             
areas; if it reasonable to standardise enterprise specific subjects? What methods should be             
applied when deciding for a standard? What enterprise specific data risks of not being              
recorded when adjusting to a standard?  
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6        Conclusions 
 
This section will aim to link the results with the initial research questions: 

● How should EA information be gathered and structured to support the creation of a 
database regarding ICT solutions? 

● How should a database be structured to support future analysis of ICT solutions from 
an EA perspective? 

  
How should EA information be gathered and structured to support the creation of a database 
regarding ICT solutions? 
The data is gathered by filling in a predefined excel-form through a set of visits to the                 
enterprise. The use of excel to structure gathered data theoretically provides a good             
structure for the creation of a database. The excel-form provides a structured manner of data               
collection and presentation and thus plays a key role as to what data can easily be read out                  
and imported to the database. What data is recorded in the excel-form thus greatly affects               
what data can be transferred to the database. Our study found that the alignment between               
gathered data and the database initially had potential for improvement. The database            
supported 44% of gathered data, and the excel-form gathered 50% of requested data. The              
alterations to the excel-form and the database altered this value to 100% respectively. Our              
first iteration also showed that the excel-form lacked tools to enforce structure and             
consistency to support the effective creation of a database; the EA and ICT information was               
not easily retrievable or not contained in the form. The second and third iteration              
implemented tools such as data-validation, cross-page referencing and drop-down menus to           
enforce structure to support the creation of a database. 
  
Although implementing tools to enforce structure, and the alignment between what data is             
gathered in the future and what can be stored improved, one element of data gathering               
affecting the creation of database remained unaffected; ensuring that the excel-form is filled             
in in full. Looking at the previous works 47% of the students used the excel-form correctly,                
and out of this set an average of 72% of the requested data was provided. Many cells were                  
left blank by the students. Our formatting configurations and editing restrictions address this             
issue to a certain extent but developing the tools to ensure students filling in the excel-form                
in full is outside of the scope of this paper. It is nevertheless a factor regarding the data                  
gathering technique greatly affecting the outcome of the database. 
  
How should a database be structured to support future analysis of ICT solutions from an EA 
perspective? 
The proposed database schema allow for the creation of a catalogue of ICT solutions related 
to processes and business areas. The proposed schema allows for the storage of attributes 
closely linked to the EA perspective, attributes necessary to address the specified set of 
EAM concerns linked to ICT solutions. The extent to which this data can be analysed is 
currently limited to information retrieval. Our expectations for the potential of the database 
when we started this project was for information retrieval as well as statistical analysis. The 
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results however show that the content of the student works, as well as the nature of EA data 
regarding processes and areas, is not standardized to fully support statistical analysis. From 
a technical perspective statistical analysis would require improvements in standardisation in 
naming of areas and processes. From an organisational perspective statistical analysis 
would require that the students need to adhere more strictly to the provided excel form, so a 
greater percentage of the required data is retrieved and filled in by the students.  
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Appendix 1 
List of concerns related to the view patterns covered by the student 
reports: 
The following set of concerns are extracted from Sabine Buckl, Alexander M. Ernst, Josef 
Lankes, Prof. Dr. Florian Matthes “Enterprise Architecture Management Pattern Catalog” 
München, Germany: Technische Universität München, 2008.  
 
C-29: At the beginning of a planning period the available IT budget has to be assigned to 
project proposals. Project proposals that will be approved have to be selected, others have 
to be rejected or delayed. 
  
C-34: How does the long-term vision, the target of the application landscape, look like? 
  
C-35: How does the application landscape look like at a specic date? 
  
C-36: Which dependencies exist between business applications and are affected by current 
or planned projects? Which projects change the same business application? Are there 
changes on a business application that must be nalized before changes made by another 
project can be performed? 
  
C-44: How can the operating expenses and maintenance costs be reduced, e.g. by 
identication of business applications providing the same functionality (redundancy)? 
  
C-46: Which knowledge about specic subjects, e.g. technologies, or programming 
languages, is currently available in the organization? 
  
C-54: Do the business processes adequately consider the environment of the organization, 
like incoming events, as e.g. customer requests? 
  
C-55: Which business processes, if any, are suitable candidates for being outsourced 
  
C-56: What business processes contain core competencies of the organization? 
  
C-61: Which business objects are exchanged over which interfaces? 
  
C-67: Which interfaces are offered/used by which business application 
  
C-68: What is the type, e.g. online, offline, batch, etc. of a specic interface? How is the 
interface implemented? What are its capabilities? 
  
C-70: Which business applications are affected by the shutdown of an interface 
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C-88: How will the application landscape evolve over time in order to support the strategies 
dened? What are the differences to the current landscape? 
  
C-89: Which business applications will be affected by projects in the near future? 
  
C-90: In which phase of its lifecycle is a business application at a certain point in time? 
  
C-99: Which offered interfaces are affected by the removal of a business application? 
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Appendix 2 
Code for the creation of final iteration database in MySQL: 
 
 
--  

-- TABLE: aplicacion  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE aplicacion( 

    id_aplicacion            varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_empresa               varchar(10),  

    nombre                   text           NOT NULL, 

    descripcion              text, 

    proveedor                text, 

    plataforma_desarollo     text, 

    tipo                     text, 

    os_req                   ENUM('Win', 'Mac', 'Linux', 'Mac, Linux', 

'Win, Mac', 'Win, Linux', 'Todo'), 

    conn_req                 ENUM('Internet', 'Intranet', 'Internet + 

Intranet', 'No requisito'), 

    login_req                ENUM('y', 'n'), 

    tipo_de_usario           text, 

    numero_de_usuarios       int, 

    opinion_usarios          text, 

    certificado_por          date, 

    estado                   ENUM('En desarollo','Pendiente explotacion', 

'En explotacion', 'Retirado'), 

    costos_para_imp          int, 

    costos_de_operacion      int, 

    mantenimiento            text, 

    riesgos_asociados        text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK1 PRIMARY KEY (id_aplicacion) 

) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: area  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE area( 

    id_area       varchar(10)        NOT NULL, 
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    id_empresa    varchar(10), 

    nombre        text, 

    comentario    text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK2 PRIMARY KEY (id_area) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: proceso  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE proceso( 

    id_proceso          varchar(10)        NOT NULL, 

    id_empresa          varchar(10), 

    nombre              text, 

    descripcion         text, 

    area_responsable    varchar(10), 

    CONSTRAINT PK4 PRIMARY KEY (id_proceso) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: app_pro  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE app_pro( 

    id_aplicacion varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_proceso varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    problemas_identificados text, 

    fecha_ini date, 

    fecha_fin date, 

    CONSTRAINT PK11 PRIMARY KEY (id_aplicacion, id_proceso) 

) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: app_area  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE app_area( 

    id_aplicacion varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_area varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    comentario  text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK12 PRIMARY KEY (id_aplicacion, id_area) 

) 
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; 

 

 

-- 

-- TABLE: area_pro 

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE area_pro( 

    id_area varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_proceso varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    comentario  text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK13 PRIMARY KEY (id_area, id_proceso) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: empresa  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE empresa( 

    id_empresa                 varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    nombre                     text, 

    mision                     text, 

    vision                     text, 

    numero_de_empleados        int, 

    volumen_de_negocios        int, 

    region                  ENUM('Artemisa','Camagüey','Ciego de Avila', 

                                    'Cienfuegos','Granma','Guantanamo', 

                                    'Holguín','Isla de la Juventud', 

                                    'La Habana','Las Tunas','Matanzas', 

                                    'Mayabeque','Pinar del rio', 

                                    'Sancti Spiritus','Santiago de Cuba', 

                                    'Villa Clara','Otro'), 

    industria               ENUM('Energy', 'Materials', 'Capital Goods', 

                                    'Commercial  & Professional Services', 

                                    'Transportation','Automobiles & 

Components', 

                                    'Consumer Durables & 

Apparel','Consumer Services', 

                                    'Media','Retailing','Food & Staples 

Retailing', 

                                    'Food, Beverage & Tobacco','Household 

& Personal Products', 

                                    'Health Care Equipment & Services', 

                                    'Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life 

Sciences', 
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                                    'Banks','Diversified 

Financials','Insurance', 

                                    'Software & Services','Technology 

Hardware & Equipment', 

                                    'Semiconductors & Semiconductor 

Equipment', 

                                    'Telecommunication Services', 

'Utilities', 

                                    'Real Estate','Otro'), 

    CONSTRAINT PK10 PRIMARY KEY (id_empresa) 

) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: author 

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE author( 

    id_author     varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    nombre        text           NOT NULL, 

    id_equipo     varchar(10)   NOT NULL, 

    CONSTRAINT PK16 PRIMARY KEY (id_author) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: equipo 

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE equipo( 

    id_equipo       varchar(10) NOT NULL, 

    grupo           int, 

    nombre          text, 

    id_empresa      varchar(10), 

    completado      date, 

    curso           ENUM('SI','GI','TI'), 

    CONSTRAINT PK17 PRIMARY KEY (id_equipo) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: evaluacion  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE evaluacion( 
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    id_criterio      varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    evaluacion       text, 

    login            varchar(100), 

    id_aplicacion    varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    CONSTRAINT PK15 PRIMARY KEY (id_criterio, id_aplicacion) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: informacion  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE informacion( 

    id_informacion    varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    informacion       text, 

    soporte           text, 

    tipo              text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK3 PRIMARY KEY (id_informacion) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: criterio  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE criterio( 

    id_criterio      varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    nombre           text, 

    descripcion      text, 

    clasificacion    text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK6 PRIMARY KEY (id_criterio) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: p_an_i  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE p_an_i( 

    id_aplicacion         varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_proceso            varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    id_informacion        varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    interfaz              text, 

    nivel_de_cobertura    text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK14 PRIMARY KEY (id_aplicacion, id_proceso, 

id_informacion) 
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) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: rol  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE rol( 

    id_rol    varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    nombre    text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK7 PRIMARY KEY (id_rol) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: usuario  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE usuario( 

    login         varchar(100)        NOT NULL, 

    id_empresa    varchar(10), 

    password      text, 

    CONSTRAINT PK5 PRIMARY KEY (login) 

) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: "usuario rol"  

-- 

 

CREATE TABLE usuario_rol( 

    login     varchar(100)    NOT NULL, 

    id_rol    varchar(10)    NOT NULL, 

    CONSTRAINT PK16 PRIMARY KEY (login, id_rol) 

) 

; 

 

-- 

-- TABLE: aplicacion 

--  

 

ALTER TABLE aplicacion ADD CONSTRAINT Refempresa11 

    FOREIGN KEY (id_empresa) 

    REFERENCES empresa(id_empresa) 

; 
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--  

-- TABLE: area  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE area ADD CONSTRAINT Refempresa10 

    FOREIGN KEY (id_empresa) 

    REFERENCES empresa(id_empresa) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: author 

-- 

ALTER TABLE author ADD CONSTRAINT Refauthor1 

    FOREIGN KEY (id_equipo) 

    REFERENCES equipo(id_equipo) 

 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: equipo 

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE equipo ADD CONSTRAINT Refequipo1 

    FOREIGN KEY (id_empresa) 

    REFERENCES empresa(id_empresa) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: evaluacion  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE evaluacion ADD CONSTRAINT Refcriterio23  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_criterio) 

    REFERENCES criterio(id_criterio) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE evaluacion ADD CONSTRAINT Refaplicacion24  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_aplicacion) 

    REFERENCES aplicacion(id_aplicacion) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: p_an_i  
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-- 

 

ALTER TABLE p_an_i ADD CONSTRAINT Refinformacion7  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_informacion) 

    REFERENCES informacion(id_informacion) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE p_an_i ADD CONSTRAINT Refproceso8  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_proceso) 

    REFERENCES proceso(id_proceso) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE p_an_i ADD CONSTRAINT Refaplicacion9  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_aplicacion) 

    REFERENCES aplicacion(id_aplicacion) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: proceso  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE proceso ADD CONSTRAINT Refempresa19  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_empresa) 

    REFERENCES empresa(id_empresa) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE proceso ADD CONSTRAINT Refarea7 

    FOREIGN KEY (area_responsable) 

    REFERENCES area(id_area) 

; 

 

--  

-- TABLE: app_pro 

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE app_pro ADD CONSTRAINT Refaplicacion21  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_aplicacion) 

    REFERENCES aplicacion(id_aplicacion) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE app_pro ADD CONSTRAINT Refproceso22  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_proceso) 

    REFERENCES proceso(id_proceso) 

; 
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--  

-- TABLE: area_pro 

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE area_pro ADD CONSTRAINT Refarea_de_negocio21  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_area) 

    REFERENCES area(id_area) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE area_pro ADD CONSTRAINT Refproceso23  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_proceso) 

    REFERENCES proceso(id_proceso) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: app_area  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE app_area ADD CONSTRAINT Refaplicacion4  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_aplicacion) 

    REFERENCES aplicacion(id_aplicacion) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE app_area ADD CONSTRAINT Refarea6  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_area) 

    REFERENCES area(id_area) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: usuario  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE usuario ADD CONSTRAINT Refempresa20  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_empresa) 

    REFERENCES empresa(id_empresa) 

; 

 

 

--  

-- TABLE: "usuario rol"  

-- 

 

ALTER TABLE usuario_rol ADD CONSTRAINT Refusuario17  
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    FOREIGN KEY (login) 

    REFERENCES usuario(login) 

; 

 

ALTER TABLE usuario_rol ADD CONSTRAINT Refrol18  

    FOREIGN KEY (id_rol) 

    REFERENCES rol(id_rol) 

; 
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